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Ghalib: A Peace Loving Soul
By nature, a normal human being repels and rejects disaster, calamity, war and even

verbal squabbles. Ghalib as a civilized man and kind hearted soul never wanted to

suffer from pain sorrows and miseries of his times particularly after revolt and

upheavals of 1857 and their heinous fallout. He longed for peace as he himself was

oppressed by misfortunes and unending hardships. However, he did not befeel of

traumas and troubles and faced every crisis bravely as a valiant soldier who

converted sword of his valiant ancestors into a pen. He dreamt of peace, security and

tranquility for himself and the society. His wish for calm, relief for himself and mankind

is metaphorically expressed in poetry and lucidly communicated in his stylish prose.

His way of addressing and writing speaks itself of his euphemism, which is an off

shoot of humanism and romanticism in literature. His regrets for personal and

collective respite was intensely portrayed in his unique, meaningful and suggestive

idiom which is not as cheering and solacing as it could have been during peace time.
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